READY TO

ROLL

Making food-to-go easy

“

We specialise in 
creating stages for your
high-margin in-store theatre.

“

Lines between 
restaurants and grocery
retailers are blurring,
and more C-stores are 
adding food-service 
concepts to their offering.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
“Cossiga does a great job
at always keeping the
pace on any of our
Australian large-scale
rollouts”
Brian Glassel
AUSTRALIA

“Incredible! In the first
two hours after opening
we were already on our
third batch
of pies”
Eddy Nader
AUSTRALIA

“Brilliant! With Cossiga
we had excellent
consistency of delivery
across our nationwide
150+ store network”
Matt Wiles
NEW ZEALAND

National Food Service Manager

The Nader Petroleum Group

Z Energy NZ

United Petroleum Pty Ltd

Making food-to-go easy
www.cossiga.com
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EASIER

FASTER

for you

for them

As FTG sector specialists, we 

Your time-poor customers

fully understand your needs of

expect quality healthy food, fast!

optimising space and being ready for

Our modular and easily-accesible

quick change-overs. Cossiga user-centered

cabinets offer ease and speed

design keeps functionality and ease-of-use
in mind at all times.

KEY

when choosing and self-serving food.

BENEFITS

BETTER

GREATER

It is all about how great food looks.

Retailers are making the most out of

Simply put, great looking food

the fast-growing, high-margin FTG category.

means better business!

At Cossiga, we can help you seize

Our cabinets are designed

this opportunity. No job is too big or too small

to offer the best stage

and we are always roll-out ready to deliver

for your in-store theatre.

on time and on budget!

visibility

margin

“

Our 360º offer covers 
reliable support from 
our friendly local teams
and comprehensive 
technical specifications
readily available online 24/7.
We are here to make
food-to-go easy for you!

“

We are roll-out ready,
anytime, anywhere!

